Elisabeth's Corner: Message from the Managing Director

Dear Friends,

A warm greeting to all of you especially since most of Europe is currently blanketed in snow! Welcome to our January/February edition of our newsletter. In December, we released the dates for our Annual Spring Conference. We are happy to announce an exciting agenda focusing on MS Research: Towards a Patient Centered Approach.

A couple months since MS Sessions, members of our Young People’s Network are already out in force demonstrating advocacy in action at the European Parliament for the #MakeWorkWork campaign. Building on the energy and enthusiasm of the YPN, we encourage all our young advocates to participate in the European Patient Forum’s Summer Training Course for Young Patients Advocates – Leadership Programme.

On the policy side, the European Brain Council’s 2017 Eurohealth edition on the Value of Treatment is now online. Since we launched the 6th module of MS Nurse Pro at ECTRIMS, we’ve received many questions, and interests from stakeholders from across Europe (and beyond!). In light of this, we are pleased to announce that MS Nurse Pro Poland back online with a revamped site! We also have good news from Poland where this week, the Polish government decided to remove the time limitation on the...
Brain Awareness Week is happening in March! We invite you all to participate and increase public awareness of the progress and benefits of brain research!

Here at EMSP, we are constantly looking for ways to improve. We are currently redesigning our newsletter and looking at innovative ways to make it better for our readers. We encourage you to send us your thoughts on this bi-monthly format and suggestions on the design.

Finally, we would like to thank our partners, sponsors and members for attending our annual Networking Dinner where we celebrated our milestones for 2017 as well as your valuable contribution to EMSP’s success.

Wishing you all a happy reading!
Elisabeth Kasilingam, EMSP Managing Director

Register now for the Annual Spring Conference 2018!
Come join us in Bratislava for an exciting learning and networking opportunity with guests from the European Parliament and experts in research in the field of MS.

Youth Take Charge: EMSP’s Young People’s Network in Action
EMSP’s Young People’s Network members making a difference in their across their communities from their local MS chapters to the European parliament!

2018 Summer Training Course for Young Advocates
Calling all patient advocates and change makers! Learn more about advocacy and maximize your leadership potentials at EPF’s Summer Training Course!

The Value of Treatment
Read about our policy team’s take on the Value of Treatment report, a the two-year research project that highlights necessary public health policy implications for prevention, patient oriented and
MS Nurse Pro Poland revamped and back online!

After the launch in 2015 the Polish edition of MS Nurse Pro got revamped and we are proud to announce it is now again back online and accessible.

Restriction on second-line treatment lifted in Poland

Good news from Poland where this week the Polish government decide to remove the time limitation on the second-line treatment.

Brain Awareness Week 12-18 March

Help us celebrate Brain Awareness Week this coming March! Let's join in the global campaign to increase public awareness of the progress and benefits of brain research.
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